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1998
My grandmother had passed away; I was about five. It was a dark indigo night and I was sleeping in my
diminutive rectangular room. It had one window, next to my bed frame. A glowing light awoke me,
hypnotizing me. I, sonambula (somnambulist), got up to look through the window, as if the gravitational
pull from the light were enrapturing me. I put my body against the window and saw, next to my favorite
candy store across the street, a glowing silhouette, luring me in, calling my name. It was my
grandmother. The light immediately penetrated my young body and darkness emerged. I woke up,
everything was black, blue, violet and gray. The light was gone. “Abuela,” I thought. I looked out the
window but the green shades blocked the view. I ran to my mom crying to tell her what happened but she
sent me back to bed.

My grandmother Marith, the archetype of the emotional,
witchy, woman artist, had officially become my ancestor.
And in the time/space of light she had manifested herself
inside my body. Through a dream she communicated with
me and possibly shaped my destiny. That dream is the
backbone of who I am today. Sometimes when I smoke
weed I joke that my grandmother’s soul manifests and I
embody her, becoming her, but it isn’t really a joke.

7

I think about her paintings and see these sad,
lonely women isolated from the world. Her paintings
are so cold, in a beautiful fashion. Mothers and
daughters, women alone, all with empty stares. Young
boys, playing with their toys; girls, watching them play.
Some reminiscent of ghosts. She had twins, and one of
them died at birth. I wonder sometimes, why did she
pass? What happened? I believe she died in her
apartment, she wasn’t very old, but she had a smoking
and drinking problem as well as depression. I am
certain that her freedom was repressed in some form or
another.

I paint because I am an old-fashioned woman.
(I believe in witchcraft).
I don’t have Freudian hang-ups. A brush does not remind me of a phallic symbol. If anything, the
domestic aspect of a painter’s studio (being ‘locked up’ in a room) reminds me a bit of the housewife
with her broom. If you’re a witch you will still know how to use it. Otherwise it is obvious that you’ll
prefer the vacuum cleaner.
-Marlene Dumas1

1

Marlen Dumas, “Woman and Painting,” Marlene Dumas, 2014,
https://www.marlenedumas.nl/women-and-painting/.
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2016
Jacob, my ex, and I traveled through South America together. We backpacked, lived in tents for
months, fasted, experienced mystical events and also fought a lot together. In one of our adventures, a
“witch” who lived in the mountains of Chile took us to her land. She was a plant whisperer, she spoke
and healed the plants at a buddhist temple we were living at. She showed us around giving us a tour,
talked about the creative power of the womb, the woman, and our magic. She taught us rituals and
empowered me. For the first time I felt power in being a woman; I was barely 24. The power she
transmitted to me felt so immense that I collapsed into the ground and started crying. I had never felt
something like this before, as if there was something in me that needed to be expanded and it was only the
beginning.

9

Figure 4 - Waiting to Be Seen by Shaman, Drawing of View of Healing Center’s Waiting Room in Tarapoto, Peru, Sketchbook Page, 2017

2017
After a hard breakup with Jacob, I went to an art residency in San Roque de Cumbaza, near
Tarapoto, Peru. There I lived for a month in a mud house without cellphone service nor internet. It was
liberating. I was emotionally distressed and crying often, and getting away from capitalist society helped
me cope with my emotions and tune in to myself. There, I saw a Shaman; he did reiki, a form of energy
healing, on me. He gave me a hug and told me you can cry, laugh, scream, whatever you like. I cried
hysterically. I didn’t know that pain was in me. He said “you are hypersensitive... You have entities in
the right side of your brain… Take this medicine, plus Ayahuasca [a medicinal plant] five times to heal.
You can start today.” “Today?” I thought. I was just coming down from an LSD trip from the day before.
He said don’t worry, it is not hallucinogenic… “OK” I said. He handed me the medicine and I drank it.
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Figure 5 & 6 - Sketchbook Pages Immediately After Drinking Ayahuasca, 2017

I saw things… I saw too many things, I experienced everyone talking to me at the same time,
hundreds of voices… A devil dog was harassing me. I was drowning, I couldn't vomit. I saw my life's
purpose. I understood I was you, and you were them, and we were all the same person in a different
timespan. I saw it all, I saw too much. A childhood drawing on the walls became an eternal ficus pumila,
its structure glowing in all colors that turned to white representing fear, until I took control. I chose
purple, the purple flourished through my body and out my right arm into the wall behind me. Everything
became static, present and eternal. I *thought* I had understood my purpose. I didn’t die. I woke up.
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The Shaman
I was given Reiki by a Shaman. The Shaman was
wearing yellow, majestic in force and light, I
surrendered. In the session, the Shaman started feeling
my energies and emotions - she put her fingers in my
mouth, pulled my head back and in a trance said “You
are destined to love Martyrs.” This is all I remember,
but that exact phrase did not leave my mind.
I decided to transfer this dream to drawing,
and then to painting to analyze the meaning of this
happening in my subconscious. Am I destined to love Martyrs? Am I a Martyr? Is Martyr the word
attached to its meaning? Am I a masochist? Or does it signify something else, another word I could not
reach through my capacities of language. Actually…. I think she spoke to me in Spanish… “Estás
destinada y condenada a amar mártires.” Condena, meaning condemn, is a word of immense weight and
it is forever. While drawing my dream I began to realize that the Shaman presented as a female character
may have been a male, and most likely manifested as the Shaman I met in Peru interlaced with the men I
have loved in my life.
La condena es una palabra de inmenso peso. Y es para toda la vida. Al dibujar mi sueño, me
empecé a dar cuenta de que la Shamana que se presentaba como mujer en mi sueño en realidad
era hombre, y posiblemente manifestaba al Shaman que he conocido entrelazado con los seres de
mis amores pasados.2

Translation: Condemnation is a word of immense weight. And it is for the entire life. While drawing my dream,
I’d begun to realize that the Shaman who was presented as a woman in my dream, in reality was a man, and possibly
a manifestation of the Shaman I’ve met interlaced with the beings of my past lovers.
12
2

1948
Thousands of women sent descriptions of their dreams
to a column called “El Psicoanálisis le Ayudará” from the
Argentine housewive’s magazine, Idilio. Fictional Dr. Rest,
interpreted by two psychotherapists, would analyze the dream,
and the artist Grete Stern, made photomontages visualizing
them. This would be done to “better” the lives of these
house-bound women. The column was a hit and housewives
all over the country went crazy about it. The dreams of these
women were not only extremely vivid, but they showed an intense
desire for independence and freedom through a sort of mysticism
disguised as psychotherapy.

For a women’s magazine column titled “El psicoanálisis le
ayudará” (“Psychoanalysis will help you”), Stern illustrated
readers’ dreams with startling invention and not a little feminist
verve: a homemaker whose living room has flooded with water, or a
terrified woman in an alleyway threatened by a massive,
bare-bottomed doll.3

3

Jason Farago, “Grete Stern’s Interpretation of Dreams,” The New Yorker, 2015,
https://www.newyorker.com/culture/photo-booth/grete-sterns-interpretation-of-dreams.
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Woman as an artifice of man—Eve as derived from Adam, woman
as defined by the male patriarchy—is represented by the figure of a
woman emerging from a broad paintbrush manipulated by a male
hand. Her hair replaces the bristles of the paintbrush (Sueño No.
31, Made in England [ Sueños 93]).4

Grete Stern’s work was revolutionarily feminist in Argentina of the 1950’s; a time of great
repression and oppression for women, where we were only seen as objects for masculine profit and
pleasure. Our desire was diminished to a means to procreate, and our use was to take care of the family
and sustain the household. Intelligence, wit, or any kind of expression of freedom was unthinkable, and
despite powerful feminist movements today, thousands of women are still experiencing daily violence,
neglet and abuse. Her work not only serves as an archive of the history of women’s dreams, but through
these 150+ depictions, we can see the power of creation within the femenine, and our connection to the
subconscious and collective self.

4

David William Foster, “Dreaming in Feminine: Grete Stern’s Photomontages and the Parody of Psychoanalysis,” in
Argentine, Mexican, and Guatemalan Photography,Feminist, Queer, and Post-Masculinist Perspectives, ed.
University of Texas Press (Austin, Texas: University of Texas Press, 2015), 5.
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2000
It was blurry at the time. My mom and I moved to Buenos Aires with her new boyfriend, who
would eventually be my stepfather. We were there for a bit, I changed schools and then we moved back to
Mar del Plata again without him. I guess they got into a fight. My mom got pregnant, again, and we
moved back to Buenos Aires with him again. We were there in this cookie cutter neighborhood, with
these cookie cutter people. Everything seemed so fake, so odd. The crisis of 2001 was upon us and my
stepdad abruptly and without notice bought tickets for us to go to the United States. I had no clue what
was going on, my mom or dad did not either. Once here, in St. Louis, Missouri, my mom and stepdad
(USA born) got married. Subsequently, he couldn’t find a job so we moved to Spain. From that moment
of marriage, and having a second child, it seemed like my mom had no decision than to nurture her new
family as we lived a pseudo nomadic lifestyle of constant change.

Physicality of Space
Moving so often distorted my sense of space or belonging. The
imagined seemed more real than the physically inhabited. I escaped
to dreams, magic and drawings. Art has the capacity to exchange
setting for feeling and vice versa. Place doesn’t have to be fixed –
nothing has to be fixed. In creating a painting, I am able to
exchange a place for an emotion, creating images that are
simultaneously figures and feelings. The interactions between my
figures move beyond the boundary of the body and become the
space. This in a way mimics the life of dreams; when in a dream one creates the entire experience, thus
the experience of the dream can be boiled down to one essence constructed by places, people, emotions,
15

sensations, interactions and exchanges. Artists such as
Miriam Cahn, Jennifer Packer, Cecily Brown, Alice Neel
and Maria Lassnig successfully sublimate the divide
between people and space. Cahn and Packer use color
fields that are part of and trespass the body. Cahn uses
what one might see as simple washes of color that put her
figures in ambiguous spaces that may be created by their
emotional states, while Packer’s emerge from color as a
slow reveal of frantic lines and volume. Brown
deconstructs figure/ground almost completely, creating
powerful and dynamic living paintings, while taking
ownership of the once male dominant abstract expressionism.
Neel paints the portrait, loosely drawing the setting and extremities of drawings, she gives her portraits a

16

timeless and fresh energy. Similarly, Lassnig’s self portraits possess their power because she only painted
what she felt: her head without hair, her body detached from its limbs - her work can only be honest.

Figure 14 - Photograph of Painting by Cecily Brown at Paula Cooper Gallery, 2020

2005
I go to school, a different school, once again. Change has become monotonous. I try to speak but
nobody understands. I say a joke… nobody laughs. Everyone stares at me as if I was a stranger. They
speak English; I speak Spanish. They ask me if Argentina is in Mexico; they ask if we have Computers
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where I’m from. I answer “no”. They ask me to say “sheet” and “beach” and laugh at my pronunciation.
I hide in my drawings.

seeing with one’s eyes
thinking with one’s hands
walking on one’s arms and
legs and feet
my brain is my body
everything is stored inside it
everything everything
everything
the whole world
my entire life
- Miriam Cahn

Repressed Emotions
My mom resigned her independent lifestyle to accommodate patriarchy as a means to obtain
financial security. My reaction to those events was to move inward instead of outwards. I retrieved. I
kept things to myself and found closure in drawing, writing, and dreaming. I created worlds with
drawings, gluing together dozens of printer paper creating house structures, families and clothings. It was
always the mom and the dad and the four kids. The boys, I had an obsession with boys. I drew them
constantly, with their skater clothes and mischievous smiles…. so free. So free I longed to be. The issue
was that I felt the inequality in treatment between them and I, while gradually fear was imposed on me as
my voice silenced. Drawing holds the space of autonomy to this day.
18

There is an invisible barrier from freedom imposed upon us, women, due to our bodies. Our
capacity to procreate and our caring “nature” has been a target for our control. The Housewife, one of the
archetypes I fear the most. I saw my own mother being
socialized into a dependable being, with no assets or
money of her own: a housewife. I don’t want that, ever, in
my life. Yet I find myself today in a heterosexual,
monogamous domestic partnership (i.e. “marriage”, a
word I really hate using!) with an Argentinean boy,
following the Latin American tradition with the constant
challenge to, at the same time, maintain my independence
and freedom. My work is deeply rooted in the experience
I have lived through seeing my mother’s sole
responsibility of the household chores and children while my stepfather solely maintaining the household
economy, on top of growing up in a culture where such family dynamics are the norm. My dreams
therefore are in part subconscious representations of fear of repression as well manifestations of urgency,
desire, sexuality, and freedom. I am working out these events in my life through my dreams, forcing
myself to make hard decisions in the most bizarre atmosphere.

19

A Rugrats Spell
One night a witch visited me in my sleep and
casted a spell in which she placed “Rugrats” toy
figurines in my stomach. In order to break the
spell I had to vomit those toys and take them out
of my system, if I didn't, I would die. I was
indoors and the colors were pastels as if I was in
the Rugrats world. A man, my partner, was
hugging my stomach while doing motions to
help me throw up. As I was vomiting the slimy
figurines I woke up, and to no surprise, Julian
was spooning me while hugging my stomach.

Respiracion Boca a Boca (CPR)
Another day, in the midst of a party in a disposable upper middle class suburban household, I was
taking care of a baby but he was dying on the street. The baby was turning blue and petrifying before my
eyes as he stopped breathing. I was agitated and panicking. Without further answer I decided to take
action and gave the baby CPR, mouth to mouth breathing… well really I kissed the baby, like the prince
kisses Snow White to wake her up. As I kissed him, the particles of his body began to vibrate once again
and a yellow light transferred between him and I. Our colors intertwined and the baby began breathing
again. I woke up.
20

Figure 18 - Respiracion Boca a Boca (CPR), 2021

Men hold an important role in my work, but I am the main character. They represent a struggle
for power, and a need to find balance amidst chaos. My paintings search for love and harmony within the
sexes, taking into consideration a much overlooked need in female sexuality and desire. Many of my
works have a focus on my sexual desire and play, often causing distress and intimidation to the opposing
partner. The visualizations of the dreams I experience are recreated through my hand which is dominated
by my impulse, self and desires. I transmit through my drawing all that I am, in a raw form, sometimes
conveying an erotic and overbearing nature (aries moon, scorpio venus energy).
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I paint because I am a dirty woman.
(Painting is a messy business).
It cannot ever be a pure conceptual medium. The more ‘conceptual’ or cleaner the art, the more the
head can be separated from the body, and the more the labour can be done by others. Painting is the
only manual labour I do.
- Marlene Dumas5

Untitled (Desire Against Morality)
A recurring place where I find myself is my home town, Mar del Plata. It seems like I always
come here and always take on the same journey on foot. Near the rocks and jetties, the ocean, the
walkway. There is a trajectory that runs through the whole city and I always seem to walk that. This time
I was taking my sister to her school, she didn’t want to eat. Her need to fit into a certain type of society
irritated me. We got to the school
and a group of men devoured me
with their eyes, before I knew it they
held my arms and legs and were
ready to penetrate me. A part of me
desired this to happen… but the
other part realized this was morally
incorrect and my sister was there. I
decided to fight back. With ease I
kicked and snapped my arm off
them and escaped as they chased

5

Dumas, “Women and Painting.”
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me. Everything was white, beige and baby blue. The colors of a beachside, foggy morning light. I
noticed I was lucid from the power of my strength and decided to see where the chase would lead.

Those things I cannot say – those
things I do not know,
I draw.
Ideas travel the surface without
confinement,
the issue.
The membrane that I can’t cross.
My skin, the barrier of my vessels.
that touches yours, penetrates yours,
but doesn’t permeate yours.
Trespass these boundaries and make
me free.
My skin, the containment of all
things.
Drawing, the interpreter.
Dreams, the unbounded world.

2017
A car hit me while I was biking, leaving me on the ground immobile with a broken leg. I was
hospitalized and bedridden for a minimum of two months, then I was able to move with a wheelchair and
later on with crutches. Being in bed for that long really put play in my imagination. I lived in my head
and dreams, drawing and writing constantly. At the end of my recovery I went to a Vipassana 10-day
Meditation Course. I was silent for ten days without writing, drawing, electronics, nor exercise. We
meditated over 10 hours per day, and I had begun to see/think in images and not words anymore.
Frightening images popped up in my brain. A scary man's face and food being cut. Cutting. Lots of
cutting, and lots of diabolic faces all around me. I was able to feel every cell of my body - I was able to
feel any type of pleasure without touching.
23

All of these events have led me to an art practice dependent on the unseen - the occult - the
mystical. Unaware of the importance of this new way of seeing I have been developing these past years I
have overlooked this side of me and the information channeled to me through dreams. My life journey
has been unfolding to be visually stimulating. My out-of-body experiences have felt more potent than
those within my bodily reach. The world I travel in dreams and visions has given me feelings of ecstasy
and euphoria as well as anguish and pain. My mundane experiences interlaced with my supernatural ones
have shaped the work I am making today.

I paint because I am a woman.
(It’s a logical necessity).
If painting is female and insanity is a female malady, then all women painters are mad and all male
painters are women.
- Marlene Dumas6

Sleeping Awake or Awake Asleep
There is something about the
sleeping image that holds my attention. A
person sleeping on the train, or walking
down the street. Who is the one asleep, I
ask. Prior to the Pandemic, I was
obsessed with this idea of somnambulism,
people sleepwalking through the city,
unaware of reality, just going through the motions. Then going to sleep to the world of dreams, where

6

Dumas, “Women and Painting.”
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other people would be awake and interacting with me more than in waking life. I’d begun painting these
bodies I encountered asleep, as bodies of light, or energy. I thought about the memory of space as well as
that of bodies. I looked out in the world for inspiration, until the Pandemic hit and I did not see many
people anymore. While stuck at home I
made multiple drawings regarding the
domestic. I kept drawing my partner
sleeping over and over again, watching TV,
giving him a haircut, etc. I painted and drew
myself obsessively too and began giving
importance to my dreams. I thought: “I’m
always painting what I see, and that which is
unseen in physical space, but what about
painting what I feel and what
I see in my imagination, my subconscious?
What if I start painting these hallucinations and narratives inherited by my dream psyche?” I thought
about a time when a lot of people were talking about me, where I felt harassed. I thought: “are these
entities of my imagination harassing me? Do I need to get them out?” I drew them, then painted them.
I painted myself asleep, almost violated, reminiscing on Goya’s etching, “The Sleep of Reason
Produces Monsters.” I thought… “The sleep of reason produces monsters'' there is a whole world that I
am overlooking in my sleep. Where stories emerge, and mythologies are born. I am dealing with the
everyday in a bizarre and authentic way without any form of conscious judgment. The mind runs free in
one's sleep. I decided to not only take these “sleeping” events into consideration but to recreate them in
oversized drawings from which I would then paint.
25

Figure 23 - El Sueño de la Razón Produce Monstruos, Drawing, 2020

The King Baby Possessor
A small body in diapers of a century old age. It was a dark atmosphere, earth and fiery tones of
alizarin crimson and burnt umber. It was as if we were in the center of the earth, or in hell, or inside a
body, my own body. We were in an infinitely long bed, the opposite end outside my peripheral vision.
Behind this powerful God Baby were dozens of nude unconscious bodies side by side. Sleeping, I would
prefer to say. All of their strength was summoned by this baby, as if all the bodies were possessed by
him. I was on the other side of the bed, opposing the baby and his army of sleeping bodies. The baby
asks to hold his hands and commands me to breathe along with him. “Inhale, exhale, inhale, exhale” he
repeated in exponential speed. As I breathed with the baby I began to feel a sort of high and tightness
around my whole body, I was telepathically connecting with this being and he was starting to possess me.
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The faster the breathing the more intense the connection until he asked me something telepathically:
“QUIEN ES EL CANTADOR?” (who is the enchanter?) - I had no cognitive answer for the question, I
didn’t know who it was, nor his name. But the baby kept persuading and penetrating my whole being,
until intuitively I recited the answer, as if it was always within me or I had gathered it from the ether. I
said and vocalized “CARLOS” outloud while shooting up in the air, while trying to escape my paralized
body and frantically looking around me. My bed, my room, the moonlight permeating through my
window.

27

Light and Energy Transfer
Light and transparencies are a very important part of my work. For many years I have been
interested in auras and energy fields. I think about the energy of space and bodies and how to depict that
visually through painting. These paintings contain a source of energy in the middle, like a potency, and it
shows as the light source of the painting, usually in the center, surrounded by the containment of the
borders, usually in a darker and richer amount of paint. I consider them wombs, the center of the earth is
a womb, and it’s pure light. The center of women’s bodies are wombs and they flow light monthly. Rich,
glowing, transparent red. These hollow vessels are containers of light. Humans, we are constantly
vibrating with light and we have multiple vessels within our bodies projecting different energies. When
closing one's eyes, one sees pure color and transparencies, and when dreaming or during meditation these
colors not only exist, but also shapeshift
into beings and things of our deepest
interest.

The Green Bed
One night I was in a dark red
room in a dark green couch-bed. I was
having sex with a man who was not my
husband. I was cheating and he was there
- I was trying to be as quiet as I possibly
could. There was a huge screen - like a
drive-in movie but with futon-like
couch-beds all over the place instead of
28

cars. Someone in a suit was giving a sermon, or was it a gameshow? Regardless - I was cheating and my
partner was in a couch-bed near me! I was terrified to say the least. Though I deeply enjoyed his slow
and silent bedside penetration I was overwhelmed by an irreparable sense of guilt.

Dreams
These dreams I have are rich in
symbolism and meaning. I think about
the happenings during my dream state and
how they affect and are affected by my
waking state. I’m usually in some kind of
distress, argument or uncertainty. The
dreams are erotic as well as motherly,
with an urge to care for or love another
being. There is often a duty I must fulfill.
There is always a membrane that wants to
be trespassed. A desperate need for
connection - the type of connection that
has no boundaries. A limitless universe.
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Color creates ambiance in the dream space. It occupies a feeling and atmosphere in a space. Was
it night or day? Outdoors or indoors? What was the mood of the dream? These are all things that can be
dictated by color in dreams and I consider them while making a painting. Some paintings are more
abstract, as I am not comfortable sharing the acts or I am uncertain about meaning, while others have a
more realistic and finalized execution. They are all interpretations of dreams influenced by current
impulse and emotion. A yellow mist can indicate hope and rebirth, as blue signifies rest and peace.
Green can be jealousy or envy, as it can also be possession and control. White refers to new beginnings
or awareness, brown to sex and home, and violet to mysticism.
The universe of dreams communicates with me and transmits information too valuable to pass.
Drawing the stories, painting them, feeling perplexed by the mixed emotions brought upon me. To
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recreate the feeling of a dream, is to recreate the feeling of a fleeting moment. I think: an instance. One
can be in a dream for hours in a matter of seconds. To express these feelings of memory or ephemerality I
turn to drawing or what imitates drawing in a painting. A quick line that is erased and redrawn; one that
creates movement as well as a recapitulation of an event. Was it like this? Who was really there? What
was really happening? Dreams provide symbols that signify things that are sometimes different from
their visual representation.

Figure 28 - Photograph of Painting by Rita Ackermann at Hauser and Wirth, 2020

[...] Drawings are like veins leading to the heart, leading through the bloodline.
I don’t know if life is forever but I know I make paintings to live.
Therefore I must deconstruct the contours of the figure.
Borderline is when the line is blurred, undetermined around a person.
It is a character default. [...]
-Rita Ackermann 7

7

Rita Ackermann, Mama, Hauser & Wirth Publishers, (Zürich, Switzerland, 2021), 176.
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Conclusion
In synopsis, I explore the surreal aspect of dreams as they concern with waking life issues,
mainly focusing on power-roles in domestic partnerships embedded in a South American patriarchal
upbringing. During REM sleep, I subconsciously navigate the repression of freedom firsthand
experienced, and that of the transgenerational woman collective. With the knowledge acquired from
sleep, I create drawings and paintings that are ephemeral yet imposing in quality. I push for my work to
not only show tension between two opposing forces, but also love and care (with a touch of magicalism),
disconcerting the viewer as to whether the events portrayed are pleasurable or painful, loving or hateful.
My mission is to move forward towards erasing the boundaries of preconceived notions of sex
and gender, to empower the feminine, encourage women to reclaim our freedom, explore our desires,
maximize our pleasure, and manifest our magic into the physical world — to capitalize on our creative
force and fight for a world without gender-based violence and femicide.
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